
Load shedding paragraph for HSC 

Load shedding is a recurring issue that has become an integral part of our daily lives. We 

encounter load shedding almost every day, and it arises when the power supply falls short of 

meeting the demands of consumers. This power shortage creates a significant crisis in the 

provision of electricity. The primary cause of load shedding can be attributed to haphazard 

electricity distribution, often exacerbated by illegal connections and inadequate electricity 

production. 

The consequences of load shedding are dire, affecting people across various sectors of society. 

Productivity takes a hit, as individuals struggle to perform their work efficiently. Students find it 

exceptionally challenging to study under these circumstances and the general public faces 

hazardous situations as essential services are disrupted. The industrial sector, in particular, bears 

the brunt of this issue, with excessive load shedding leading to substantial economic losses. 

During these periods, production and industrial operations grind to a halt, affecting the country's 

overall economy. 

Load shedding disrupts daily life as cinemas, shopping malls, and factories are forced to close 

their operations due to the inability to function properly. Students, meanwhile, are deprived of 

the optimal conditions for studying and preparing for examinations. This problem has plagued 

our country for an extended period, and a viable solution has remained elusive. 

It is imperative that the government takes decisive action to address this crisis. Failure to do so 

will prolong the suffering of the people. Equal distribution of electricity must become a priority, 

and measures to curb electricity theft should be implemented rigorously. Such theft not only 

disrupts the power supply but also incurs significant losses for the country. 

However, it is not solely the government's responsibility to alleviate this issue. The public must 

also exhibit awareness and responsibility regarding their electricity consumption. Efficient and 

responsible use of electricity should be a focal point. The current system necessitates discipline 

and order, as its current lack of structure is inflicting harm and suffering on the populace. 

In the long run, the government should enforce regulations that encourage the judicious use of 

electricity, minimizing losses in the process. Solving the load shedding crisis will require 

collective effort and cooperation from all stakeholders to ensure a consistent and reliable power 

supply for the people. 

Load shedding paragraph for the SSC exam 

Load shedding is a direct consequence of insufficient electricity supply, which significantly 

disrupts the lives of ordinary citizens. Many major cities grapple with the issue of load shedding 

as there are instances when the demand for electricity surpasses the available supply. This 

discrepancy between supply and demand leads to load shedding, which in turn has a detrimental 

impact on our daily routines. People from all walks of life bear the brunt of this problem, as it 

affects not only households but also industrial operations. 



Factories and mills suffer a decline in production due to load shedding, causing interruptions in 

various processes and operations. The situation continues to deteriorate with time, and no clear 

solution seems to be in sight. To combat this issue, the government needs to implement more 

comprehensive strategies aimed at eliminating load shedding. 

In addition to inadequate power supply, unplanned distribution exacerbates the problem, 

impeding both the social and economic development of our nation. This affects not only 

industries but also educational institutions, as students face difficulties in studying effectively, 

and medical services encounter severe disruptions. The situation has spun out of control, and it is 

crucial for the government to take proactive measures. 

One crucial step in addressing this issue is to establish additional power plants, given the high 

demand for electricity. A well-devised plan can ensure the equitable distribution of electricity, 

thereby mitigating the problem. Therefore, the government must take decisive actions to curtail 

load shedding. Furthermore, it is incumbent upon us to be responsible and not misuse electricity, 

as this can help alleviate the issue on multiple fronts. 

Load Shedding Paragraph In 100 Words 

Power cuts are a common occurrence in our modern society, resulting in the interruption of 

electricity supply. These interruptions happen when power generation falls short of the demand. 

When demand surpasses supply, it disrupts the flow of electrical power. Such situations have a 

profound impact on our daily lives because most electronic devices rely on electricity. 

Consequently, industries, factories, stores, hospitals, and educational institutions cannot operate 

without a stable supply of electricity. Load-shedding adversely affects both our economic growth 

and our day-to-day routines. 

To address this issue, there is no alternative but to increase power generation. The government 

must formulate a comprehensive strategy to mitigate load shedding or, at the very least, maintain 

it at a manageable level. 

Paragraph on Load Shedding বাাংলা অর্ থসহ 

Load shedding means the discontinuity of the supply of electricity for a short or long time. Nowadays it 

has become a part of our daily life. There are many reasons for load shedding. The insufficient production 

of electricity is the main reason for this. Misuse and illegal connection of electricity are the other reasons 

for it. It occurs mostly at night because the demand for electricity is more than in the daytime. The bad 

effects of load shedding are beyond description. It creates problems in the socio-economic development 

of the country. Mills and factories, shops, hospitals, etc. become paralyzed due to load shedding. The 

sufferings of the students know no bounds. They sit in the darkness closing their books during the load 

shedding. They suffer a lot if it occurs at the time of their examination. The patients also suffer terribly 

because operation stops in hospitals for load shedding. Load shedding at night also encourages the 

thieves. However, this problem should be solved at any cost. The concerned authority must take the 

necessary steps to stop it. More power stations should be established. Illegal connection and system loss 

should also be stopped. After all, there is no alternative to be conscious about the misuse of electricity. 



লোড ললডডিং (ডিদযুৎ ডিভ্রোট) মোনন স্বল্প িো দীঘ ঘ সমন়ের জনু ডিদযুত সরিরোহ িন্ধ হন়ে যোও়েো। আজকো 

এটট আমোনদর দদনন্দিন জীিননর একটট অঙ্গ হন়ে দো াঁডন়েনছ। লোডনলডডিংন়ের অননক কোরণ রন়েনছ। 

ডিদযুনতর অয ঘোপ্ত উত্োদন এটটর মূ কোরণ। ডিদযুনতর অিুিহোর এিিং অবিধ সিংনযোগ এটটর অনুোনু 

কোরণ। এটট লিডলরভোগ রোনতই ঘনট কোরণ ডদননর তুনো়ে ডিদযুনতর চোডহদো লিডল। লোডনলডডিংন়ের খোরো 

প্রভোি িণ ঘনোর িোইনর। এটট লদনলর আথ ঘ-সোমোন্দজক উন্ন়েনন সমসুো সৃটি কনর। ডম ও ক-কোরখোনো, 

লদোকোন, হোসোতো ইতুোডদ লোডনলডডিংন়ের কোরনণ ক্ষোঘোতগ্রস্থ হন়ে ননছ। ডলক্ষোথীনদর লভোগোডির 

লকোনও সীমো লনই। তোরো লোডনলডডিংন়ের সম়ে িইগুড িন্ধ কনর অন্ধকোনর িনস থোনক। এটট যডদ তোনদর 

রীক্ষোর সম়ে ঘনট তনি তোরো প্রচুর লভোনগ। লোডনলডডিংন়ের জনু হোসোতোন অোনরলন িন্ধ থোকো়ে 

লরোগীরো ভ়েোিহভোনি ক্ষডতগ্রস্থও হন। রোনত লোডনলডডিং লচোরনদর উত্সোহ লদ়ে। তনি লয লকোনও মূনু এই 

সমসুোটট সমোধোন করো উডচত। এটট িনন্ধ সিংডিি কতৃঘক্ষনক অিলুই প্রন়েোজনী়ে দনক্ষ ডননত হনি। 

আরও ডিদযুৎ লকন্দ্র স্থোন করো উডচত। অবিধ সিংনযোগ এিিং ডসনেনমর ক্ষডতও িন্ধ করো উডচত। সনি ঘোডর 

ডিদযুনতর অিুিহোর সম্পনকঘ সনচতন হও়েোর ডিকল্প লনই। 


